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RH CONSEIL sarl
Tel : (+352) 26 67 53 1
Fax : (+352) 26 67 53 39
Internet : www.rhconseil.lu

OFFRE DU SECTEUR INFORMATIQUE
Poste : "Database Developer & Performance Specialist (M/W)"
MERCI DE TRANSMETTRE VOS CV AU FORMAT WORD ou RTF UNIQUEMENT, PAS DE PDF

Mode de Réponse

Envoyer un CV

Réf. de l'offre

inf339

Contact

Sandrine GARNIER (garnier@rhconseil.lu)

Infos société

IT Company

Intitulé du poste

Database Developer & Performance Specialist (M/W)

Lieu

Luxembourg

Descriptif

- Work closely within the in agile international project team on the client's side to analyse and
optimize database related operations
- Support the product development by maintaining, optimizing and implementing PL/SQL scripts on
development databases
- Working with Data Warehouse Oracle database and core banking system including other end
systems (CMR, legal, reporting and trading systems)
- Investigation of the existing components to give feedback to the product development about
possible performance issues
- Participate in retrospectives to drive continuous improvement

Formation

University degree in Computer Science or related discipline.

Expérience

A minimum of 5 years of professional experience in database related software development and
optimization specific for Oracle RDBMS

Compétences

- Strong SQL and PL/SQL skills
- Experience with Oracle Enterprise Manager, AWR and ASH analysis
- Skills in analysing and monitoring performance on the Java Platform is considered as an asset
- Be creative, self-motivated and try things out on your own and simply get things done
- Knowledge in the domain of the Financial business is considered as an asset
- Excellent interpersonal and communication skills
- Avaibility and ability to travel abroad on a frequent basis. Willingness to work remotely at client's
premises in Luxembourg and other countries on long-term projects

Langues

Fluency in written and spoken English. German would be considered as an advantage

Date d'embauche

ASAP

Durée

Permanent work contract

Salaire

N/C

Remarque

According to profile and experience

*ATTENTION : seuls les cv au format Word ou RTF sont acceptés, pas de PDF !

